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INELASTIC STIFFNESS MODULI FOR NAIL JOINTS
BETWEEN WOOD STUDS AND PLYWOOD SHEATHING

INTRODUCTION

I.

For millennia the nail has been used as a simple and effective
way to fasten wood.

The first nails were made in Mesopotamia

approximately 5000 years ago; archaeologists have documented their
use in building constructions dating to 1100 B.C. (1).

The first

machine-made nails appeared circa 1786, and the first steel wire
nails were made circa 1860.

Despite the long history and simple appearance of the nail,
there is a complex and little understood interaction between it and
the wood being fastened.

As a nail is pounded into wood, the wood

fibers are split, crushed and deformed, resulting in a tight fit
with high friction, thereby holding the nail securely in place.
As a nail joint is laterally loaded there is a relative displacement between the two wood members due to deformation of the
wood fibers and bending of the nail; this is called slip.

Testing

of one nail joint shows that load versus slip relations are usually
curvilinear, which traditional design neglects to recognize.
Instead, the currently used procedure is based on an allowable
load at an arbitrary deflection point as determined from controlled
laboratory tests, with safety factors included to account for the
natural variability of the materials.

Recently there has been an extensive effort to develop a
rational design procedure for wood stud walls (25).

This procedure

accounts for composite action between the studs and wall coverings,
and load sharing among weaker and stranger studs, two mechanisms
which have been neglected by traditional design procedures.

The

degree of composite action and load sharing depends upon the nails.
Therefore, a thorough understanding of the behavior of nails is
needed in order to apply a rational design procedure for wood stud
walls.

It is desirable to have a procedure from which the entire

curvilinear load-slip relation could be determined.

Recognizing

curvilinear behavior should enhance the accuracy of design procedures
as compared to traditional methods which assume a linear relationship between load versus slip.

The main objective of this study was to develop a procedure
for the prediction of load-slip curves based on the material properties of the joint components.

The scope was narrowed to nail

joints consisting of southern pine or Douglas-fir studs and Douglasfir plywood.

As research on the project progressed, it became evident that
other factors warranted investigation, and additional specific
objectives were included; namely, the effect of loading method,
nail driving method, and nail head size on the load-slip relationship.

These objectives called for several experimental and

theoretical studies that were not a part of the original work plan.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the past a large number of studies have been conducted on
laterally loaded nail joints.

Because the objectives and testing

arrangements of past studies varied, conflicting reports sometimes
resulted, therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the literature from
a common perspective.

In this chapter, only the literature which

is closely related to this study will be discussed.

A comprehensive

reviewof existing research on laterally loaded nail joints is
available in a dissertation by Antonides (4).

This chapter will first present a summary of the variables which
have been found to influence the load-slip curves of nail joints.
Then, a discussion of the present design criteria for laterally
loaded nail joints will follow.

Lastly, the research which offers

equations to describe the load-slip relationship will be evaluated.

2.1

The Influencing Variables of the Load-slip Relationship

These variables can be grouped into four categories: wood
characteristics, nail properties, load conditions, and characteristics of the nail joint configuration.

The wood characteristics include the specific gravity, modulus
of elasticity, grain orientation, species, grain direction and
growth ring patterns (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32), which contribute to the high variation in joint stiffness.

The nail properties are length, diameter, modulus of elasticity
(A0E), and shank type (smooth, threaded, etc.) (5, 6, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15, 20, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32).

Because nails are man-made,

these variables can be controlled to a greater extent than the
wood variables.

The loading conditions are tension, compression static, cyclic
and long-term loads, and nail-withdrawal forces (12, 13, 14, 16,
17, 23, 24, 29).

Little information is available concerning the

effect of the static loading rate on the joint strength and stiffness.

However, Johnson (10) found no significant difference between

loading rates of 0.125 and 0.250 inches per minute.

The nail joint configuration also influenced the results.
Important effects are associated with specimen construction techniques
such as prebored lead holes, the number of nails, nail spacing,
interlayer gap, and single versus double shear specimens (4, 5,
6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32).
From this brief summary, it becomes obvious that when all the
possible influencing variables are considered the "simple" nail
joint becomes a complex entity.

2.2

Present Design Procedures

The strength of laterally loaded nail joints is specified in
the National Design Specification (NDS)

(20), the Timber Construction

manual (2), and the Wood Handbook (34) and has been adopted by the
Uniform Building Code (8).

The method (2, 20, 34) is based on

experimental data and gives the maximum allowable load at 0.015
inches of slip.

The 0.015 inch slip is assumed to be close to the

proportional limit; the point where the load-slip curve becomes

inelastic and load is not linearly proportional to slip.

According

to NDS the maximum allowable load for a single nail joint is:

(2.1)

P = KD3/2

where
P = load (pounds);

D = diameter of the nail (inches); and

K = a coefficient related to the specific gravity of the
wood.

The NDS (20) has classified the principle wood species into
four groups according to their specific gravity (SG).

Tables are

available for the solution of equation 2.1 based on the species
(SG) classification and the nail diameter (2, 20, 34).

Thus, no

calculations are required to obtain the maximum allowable load
for a single nail joint.

Equation 2.1 is valid only if certain design criteria are
met, otherwise correction factors must be applied.

The nail must

penetrate the main member by at least ten nail diameters for dense
woods (SG > 0.60), and 14 nail diameters for less dense woods
(SG < 0.40) (2, 20, 34).

If the actual penetration is less than

the required penetration, the allowable load is found by straightline interpolation between zero and the tabulated load, providing
that the actual nail penetration is at least 1/3 of the required
penetration (2, 20, 34).

To account for the load reduction due to shrinkage of unseasoned wood in joint members, a 25% decrease in the tabulated

load is required (2, 20, 34).

A 2/3 reduction of the tabulated

load is recommended, if the nail is driven into the end grain of
one of the members (2, 20, 34).

The distance of the nail location from the edge and end of the
piece must be ten and 12 nail diameters, respectively (2, 20, 34).
The side member thickness must be at least half that of the main
member and both must have approximately the same SG (2, 20, 34).
In addition, an adjustment is needed to account for the duration
of the load (2, 20, 34) because of the creep and stress relaxation of
wood.

A major disadvantage to equation 2.1 is that it only provides
information on the allowable load of a nail joint.

It provides no

information on the stiffness relation of nail joints and therefore
is of little value for use in predicting the inelastic load-slip
relations of nailed joints.

2.3

Mathematical Equations For Load-Slip Curves

Many equations have been developed to describe the load-slip
curve.

However, due to the number of variables involved and the

different types of test apparatus employed, none of the equations
have been accepted as the definitive load-slip equation.
For design purposes, the analytical techniques employed in the
past can be grouped into two categories, theoretical and empirical.
First the theoretical techniques are discussed, followed by the
empirical investigations.

2.3.1

Theoretical Analysis Procedures

Kuenzi (11) developed a theoretical method based on Winkler's
theory (33) of a beam on an elastic foundation.

Kuenzi assumed that

the nail is the beam and the wood is the elastic foundation, for

which the pressure under the nail is linearly proportional to the
nail deflection.

Thus:

(2.2)

-kA = ET d4 y/dx4

where
E = modulus of elasticity of the beam (nail);
I = beam (nail) moment of inertia;
y = deflection of beam (nail);

x = point of deflection along the axis of the beam (nail);
k = foundation modulus.

The characteristic value of equation 2.2 results in the following
expression (11):

2.3)

Kuenzi (11) solved equation 2.3 and tabulated parameters that
give the deflection, moment, and shear at any point along the nail
axis.

Based on these parameters the load at any slip below the

proportional limit (approximated 0.015 inches of slip) can be found
by (11):

a = P L + L2 -

(J1 - J2)2
2(K1 + K2)

(2.4)

where

a

= slip;

P = load; and
L.

J. and K. are complex hyperbolic functions of sines
and cosines of X and k.

Kuenzi (11) developed charts based on the ratio X/k from which
the values of L., J.1, and K. can be obtained.

Since the values for

load and slip obtained from equation 2.4 depend on the value of X,
which in turn depends on the value of the foundation modulus k,
Kuenzi (11) suggests that the following expression can be used to
find k:

k = E

(2.5)
c

L

where
= compression modulus of elasticity;
D

= nail diameter; and

L

= nail length.

Wilkinson (28) utilizes Kuenzi's (11) equation 2.4 to predict
the slope of the linear portion of load-slip curves for several
wood species.

To obtain an elastic load-slip relation Wilkinson

(28, 29, 30, 31, 32) precycled the test joints by loading and
unloading, up to a slip of 0.015 inches, until two consecutive loadslip loops coincided.

After the precycling, he loaded the nail

joint until a slip of 0.1 inches was reached.

Wilkinson (28) expands on the definition of the foundation
modulus k, by expressing it as follows:

(2:6)

K = Kod

where

= elastic bearing constant; and
d

= nail diameter.

He also suggests regression equations which define the elastic
bearing constant as a function of the SG of the wood (28).

Since

the nail diameter is normally known, the value of the foundation
modulus follows from equation 2.6.

This is important because the

foundation modulus is difficult to evaluate directly.

Wilkinson (29, 32) also found that the following variables
affect the value of the elastic bearing constant: type of nail
(threaded, smooth shank, etc.), prebored lead holes, grain
orientation, and drying of the wood to a lower moisture content
(MC) after joint construction.

He developed (29, 32) regression

equations which define the elastic bearing constant in terms of
the above variables.

In another investigation, Wilkinson (31) tested nail joints in
which both the main and side members consisted of sheathing
materials, such as plywood, hardboard, particle board and insulation
board.

He suggests the equations, or single values, for the

corresponding elastic bearing constants (31).

In a later investigation (30), Wilkinson simplified Kuenzi's
equation 2.4 by using approximate values for L, J, and K and
extending the procedure to include nail joints constructed with
dissimilar members.

Three classification parameters are defined
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based on the depth of the nail penetration in the side and main
Depending on the values of the three above classifications,

members.

one of three approximate equations would be used to calculate the
elastic load-slip relation.

Although this method can be used to predict the initial slope
of nail joints with reasonable accuracy, it is only valid in the
slip range of zero to 0.015 inches.

At larger slip values, the

load-slip relationship becomes nonlinear, therefore nonelastic,
thus violating the theory of beams on elastic foundations.

(23) expanded on the elastic foundation analysis and

Noren

offered a definition of the slip modulus,

k,

as follows:

2.7)

k = P/a = K/4111P
where
k = slip modulus;
P = load;

a

= slip;

K

= foundation modulus; and

u =

where

K/4EI)4

(equal to Kuenzi's(11) X in equation

2.3)

E = nail MOE, I = nail moment of inertia, and
= specific displacement ( = 1.0 for most wire nails).

From equation
be found.

2.7,

the initial stiffness of the nail joint can

Noren substituted experimental values into equation

2.7

and found K = 50,000 d (1b/in.) (where d equals the nail diameter),

gave a satisfactory estimate of the slip modulus for joints constructed with one six penny common nail, and wood having a SG of 0.45.

11

Norgn's equation was also verified by Morris (19), who investigated
existing data and concluded that for wood with a specific gravity
of 0.45 and for six penny common nails, 50,000 d was a reasonable
expression for the slip modulus.

SaWada (27) investigated nail joints by bending two member
nail-laminated beams and recording the load-slip curve for the
beams' nail joints.

He devised a mathematical expression which gives

values of the foundation modulus, K, that were in close agreement
with those found for experimental one nail shear joints.

Sawada

(27) expressed the foundation modulus as a function of the nail
stiffness, the depth of nail penetration, the wood stiffness and
hyperbolic functions, similar to Kuenzi's equations (11).

Sawada's

method predicts only the linear part of the load-slip relation at
very small slip values.

Foschi (5) argued that a nail joint behaves differently from
a beam on an elastic foundation, except at small initial slips, and
that load and slip should instead be represented by nonlinear
functions.

He (5) applied a finite element elasto-plastic analysis

to account for the nonlinearity caused by the wood crushing and the
plastic-bending of the nail, and arrived at the following equation:

P(w) = (P

+

P1

w)(1 - e -Kw/Po)

(2.8)

where
P = load;

w = nail embedment; and
Po' P1 and K are bearing characteristics of the wood and
are defined below.

12

The initial tangent modulus, K, the modulus at large slips P ,
and the asymptote P0' are all found experimentally from loadembedment traces obtained by pressing a wood specimen onto a nail
and plotting the load, P, and embedment, w, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Thus, equation 2.8 predicts elastic as well as inelastic joint
deformation.

In a later paper Foschi and Bonac (6) reported that the simplenail-embedment test does not entirely simulate the action of a
driven nail, and therefore the measured parameters
were in error.

P0' PI

and K

They suggested that modifying the load-embedment

test to include loading and unloading should result in more
realistic values for P0' P1 and K.

Experimental evidence (6)

suggested that either the original or modified parameters (P0, Pl,
K) can be used in equation 2.8 to predict the ultimate joint load,
but the modified parameters provided a better estimate of the
initial stiffness.

Unfortunately, neither the original nor

modified parameters gave a good estimate of the load at intermediate
slips.

2.3.2

Empirical Analysis Procedure

This section deals with investigations which have attempted
to predict the load-slip relation of nail joints entirely from
experimental data.

Mack published a series of articles concerned with the load-slip
curves of nail joints (12, 13, 14, 15).

He found (14) that the

load-displacement curve could be described by:

13

Po

Imbedment, w

Figure 2.1:

Wood bearing characteristics (5)
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P = f (a)

f

1

2

(d) f (S) ff4(V1) f CV )

(2.9)

3

where
P = load;
f

1

(a)

= a function of the slip;

f2(d) = a function of the nail diameter;
f3(S) = species function; and

of variables such as

f4(V1) and f5(V2) are functions

number of nails, predrilled lead holes, etc.
Mack (14) confirmed that

each

of the above functions were

independent of each other and equation 2.9 could be simplified by:

P = f1(y) K

(2.10)

where

K = the product of the remaining functions
By letting K equal the load, P, at a maximum slip he (14) obtained:

f1 (a) = Pa/P

=R

(2.11)

where
P

a

P

R

0

= load at the slip

a;

= load at the slip 0 (0.1 inches); and
= reduced load.

Applying nonlinear regression techniques to experimental data
Mack (14) determined:

R = fl(a) = (Aa

+ 3)(1

e)
-ca

D

(2.12)
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where
A, B, C, and D are regression constants; and
R, fl(a)

defined earlier in text.

Mack (15) found that this was reasonably accurate up to 0.5 mm
(0.0196 inches) of slip.

To simplify equation 2.12, he (15) suggested

a simple power function for slips up to 0.0196 inches:

R = AcB

(2.13)

where
A and B are regression constants found from experimental
data.

McLain (16, 17) investigated two member nail joints for six
species of wood for the main member, and a variety of side members
including plywood, particleboard, insulation board, hardboard, and
three species of solid wood.

He fit the experimental load slip

curves to various mathematical functions and found that the
following equation gave the best fit:

P = A Log (1 + BA)

(2.14)

where
P = load;

A = slip;

A = function based on either specific gravity or the
dynamic modulus of elasticity; and
B = constant found by substitution of P, A, and A into
eq. 2.14.

16

McLain (16) compared equation 2.14 to experimental load-slip
curves for continuously loaded joints and low-frequency cyclicly
loaded joints, and found that the same parameters A and B could
be used for both load situations.

The main disadvantage of equation 2.14 is its difficulty of
applying; parameter B is based on known coordinates of at least
one point on the load-slip curve (P, A).

Therefore, the load-slip

relation must first be determined by another method.
Jenkins et al.

(9) investigated the stiffness of nail joints

under short- and long-term loads.

Various equations forms were fit

to experimental data for joints with Douglas-fir wood, 3/8 inch
plywood and

four penny galvanized nails.

The best fitting load-slip

equation for short-term loads was:

P =

7/S
-S/40
+ 140)(1 - e
80

(2.15)

where
P = shear load; and
S = slip.

They (9) also investigated the effect of friction between the
main and side members; no apparent effect of friction on the joint
stiffness was detected for short term loads up to 0.12 inches of slip.
Polensek (25) investigated the sources and mechanisms of
nonlinear behavior in walls.

Curvilinear load-slip traces were

segmented into from one to four linear regions (Figure 2.2), to
determine the optimum number of regions needed in theoretical
analysis of walls, to describe the load-slip relation.

He found

17
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Figure 2.2:

0.02
Slip (inches)

0.03

Load-slip curve approximated by multilinear regions
(25)
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that an acceptable computational accuracy at reasonable cost of the
accuracy versus computational time, was achieved by representing
the relations by two linear regions (25).

The improvement in the

theoretical solution, added by three or four line segments, were
marginal.

Hilton etal. (7) tested double shear specimens with aix
different nail spacings to determine the effect of nail spacing on
the joint stiffness.

They defined the joint stiffness as:

K = Pia

where
stiffness;

P = load; and
= slip.

Hilton et al.

(7) also simplified the load-slip curves of the

experimental nail joints into five regions, and represented each
region by straight line secants (Figure 2.3).

The joint stiffness,

K, was found for each secant by:

Kn = (APn)(Fp)/(N)(ASn) Fs

(2.16)

where
Kn

= modulus for n-th secant;

APn = change in load per nth secant;
ASn = change in slip per nth secant;
F

N

and Fs are scale factors for load and slip respectively;

= factor for number of nails.

19
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Figure 2.3:
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Load-slip curve divided into five linear regions
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Then they evaluated the joint stiffness moduli for the five secants
for each of the nail spacings, and observed that nail spacings of
1/2 to six inches had no significant effect on the interlayer slip.

21

III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research techniques of other investigators,- summarized in

Chapter II, were carefully examined for suitability of application to
this study.

Some techniques were applied directly, others were

modified and several new ones were developed.

This chapter covers

the materials, specimens, testing arrangements and variables employed
in this study.

3.1

Experimental Design

Three types of experiments were conducted, all of which used the
same testing apparatus and similar specimens.

The specimens consisted

of wood-plywood nail joints and were tested in single shear using one
nail per nail joint.

To eliminate the effects of moisture content

changes, all tests were conducted in a "Standard Room" maintained at
a constant temperature of 70°F and constant 65% relative humidity.
After each test the nail was carefully removed and a new joint was
constructed by driving another nail into an untested site on the
same specimen.

Each nail was used only once.

During each test,

load-slip curves were plotted continuously on an X-Y recorder.

The

material properties were determined for each specimen after testing
was completed (Section 3.6).

3.1.1

Test I: Effect of Loading Rates and Nail Driving Method

The objective of this experiment was to determine the effect of
loading rate and of nail driving method on the load-slip relationship.

22

A three by two factorial design was applied (Table 3.1).

The loading

rates (Factor 1) were 50 pounds per second, five pounds per second
and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) (3) rate
(Standard D 1761) of 0.10 inches per minute.

The nail driving methods

(Factor 2) were traditional hammering and machine pushing.

The machine pushing consisted of hammering the nail until the
head was 1/2 inch from the plywood surface and then pushing it at a
constant rate of penetration (1/2 inch per minute) until the top of
the nail head was flush with the plywood surface.

The machine pushing

was employed to reduce the variability, which would make the prediction of the load-slip curves easier.

An anticipated decrease in

variability was assumed to be the result of more controlled assembly
conditions than can be achieved with traditional hammering.
The three load rates were included, because a new testing machine
was available, which allowed for the control of the load function
during testing.

The test was aimed at defining the differences

between the load-slip curves obtained by using load-rate control
and the curves obtained by using the traditional ASTM (3) method of

controlling

the slip rate.

A detailed discussion on the control of

load rate versus the control of slip rate is contained in Section 3.4.
Twenty Douglas-fir (DF) studs sections and 20 DF plywood sections
were tested using the six penny box nail.

Each of the stud and

plywood sections were tested six times, once for each combination
of load rate and nail driving method as shown in Table 3.1.
resulted in 120 specimens.

This

23

During testing the nail joints were cycled at each of four
load levels, 90, 150, 180, and 240 pounds, to simulate the cyclic
Each test was stopped when a

nature of wind loads (Figure 3.1).
slip of 0.1 inches was reached.

TABLE 3.1:

FACTORIAL DESIGN FOR TEST I.
Rate of Loading
ASTM
5#/sec.
(0.1"/min.)(3)

Factor 1:
50#/sec.

Hammer

n=20

n = 20

n = 20

Machine
Pushed

n= 20

n = 20

n = 20

Factor 2:
Driving Method

3.1.2

Test II:

Nail Head Size Tests

The purpose of these tests was to examine the effect of various
nail head sizes on the stiffness of the load-slip curve.

Fourteen

specimen replications of DF studs and plywood were assembled with
nails of seven different head sizes, resulting in 98 tests as shown
in Table 3.2.

Each stud section was mated with one plywood section

and then tested with each of the seven head sizes.

After each test,

the tested nail was removed and the joint reassembled using another
nail with a different head size.

All joints were loaded at the slip

rate of 0.1 inches per minute according to ASTM Standard D 1761 (3).

270
240
210
180
-0

0
-a

150
120

90
60
30
0o

0.01

0.03

0.05
0.07
Slip (inches)

Figure 3.1: Load-cycling on a typical load-slip curve

0.09
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TABLE 3.2:

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN; NAIL HEAD SIZE TEST.

Nail Type

Nail Head
Diameter (in.)

Number of
Replications

6d box

0.28*

n = 14

6d box

0 (no head)

n = 14

6d box

0.50

n = 14

6d roof

0.45*

n = 14

6d roof

0.36

n = 14

6d roof

0.28

n = 14

6d roof

0 (no head)

n = 14

Normal head size

Two different nail types were used, the six penny box nail and
the six penny roof nail (Table 3.2).

The six penny box nail was

included because it is the standard nail for fastening exterior
plywood sheathing to stud framing.

The six penny roof nail was

included because the large head (0.45 inches) was easily milled down
to smaller, intermediate sizes without altering or damaging the
shank.

Of the 98 total tests, 56 of the nail joints were constructed

using the six

penny roof nail and 42 joints were constructed using

the six penny box nail.

Of the 56 roof nail joints tested, 14 joints were constructed
with nails having the original, unaltered head size of 0.45 inches,
14 joints were constructed with roof nails whose heads were milled
down to a diameter of 0.36 inches, and an additional 14 joints were
constructed with roof nails whose heads were milled down to 0.28
inches in diameter.

The remaining 14 roof nail joints were constructed

with roof nails whose heads had been cut off with wire cutters.
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Of the 42 box nail specimens, 14 were constructed using nails
with the original, unaltered head diameter of 0.28 inches.

Fourteen

specimens were constructed using box nails whose heads were clipped
off.

An additional 14 specimens were constructed using box nails

with a number eight washer epoxied under the nail head.
were 0.5 inches in diameter with a 0.3 inch hole.

The washers

This arrangement

increased the head contact with the plywood surface by 2.25 times
that of a normal head.

All nails were hammer-driven into pre-bored lead holes that were
3/4 of the diameter of the nail shank, i.e., 5/64" holes for the box
nails, and 3/32 inch holes for the roof nails.

Each test was stopped

when 0.1 inches of slip was reached.

3.1.3

Test III:

Southern Pine Tests

These tests were aimed at developing load-slip curves and data
which formed the basis for prediction equations.

The anticipated

prediction procedure should allow the user to evaluate the load-slip
curves for joints constructed of other stud species, namely Douglasfir.

Thirty southern pine stud sections and Douglas-fir plywood
sections were tested.
specimen.

Each stud specimen was mated with one plywood

Two nail joints were constructed and tested for each

mated stud-plywood pair, resulting in 60 tests.

All the nail joints

were assembled with a "machine-pushed" six penny box nail.

The

joints were loaded at a load-control rate of five pounds per second
and were cycled at four different load levels, namely, 90, 150, 180
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and 240 pounds.

Each test was stopped when 0.1 inches of slip was

reached.

3.2

3.2.1

Materials Selection and Specimen Construction

Douglas-fir Studs

All the Douglas-fir studs of 2 x 4 inch nominal size were obtained
from an unused portion of samples left from a recent research project
(25).

They had been selected from representative mills in the

principle Douglas-fir producing regions of eight western states (25).
Twenty studs were selected from this batch and a broad range of
specific gravities were included.

The studs had been kiln-dried

and stored for six years in a covered shed at an equilibrium moisture
content of about 12 percent.

After selection, each stud was weighed,

numbered, and measured for moisture content with a resistance-type
electric moisture meter.

All 20 studs were allowed to equalize in

a Standard Room at 70°F and 65% relative humidity for six months.
The moisture content at the time of testing was approximately 12%.
Before testing the eight-foot studs were then cut into 12 inch
sections and coded to identify each section in terms of the stud
and location in the stud from which it came.

Sections which con-

tained knots, wane, or other obvious defects were discarded.
To attach the stud to the testing apparatus, 7/16 inch bolt
holes were drilled on a center line on the narrow face 1.5 inches
from one end.

Except during machining, all specimens were kept

in the Standard Room.
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3.2.2

Southern Pine Studs

Approximately 150 southern pine, 2 x 4 inch nominal size, stud
sections were obtained from the Forest Products Laboratory in Madison,
Wisconsin.

At the time of acquisition, the studs were already cut

into 12 inch sections and their moisture contents were approximately
87g.

Before joint assembly, they were conditioned in a kiln at 150°

for two weeks until an approximate 12% moisture content was reached.
Sixty stud sections which were free of knots and other defects were
selected from the 150 pieces and numbered.

A 7/16 inch bolt hole

was drilled through the narrow face of each section 1.5 inches from
one end, for attachment of the specimen to the test arrangement.
All 60 specimens were placed in the Standard Room for nine months
before testing, to equalize their moisture contents at 12%.

3.2.3

Douglas-fir Plywood

Two 4 x 8 foot sheets of 3/8 inch, C and D, sheathing grade
plywood were purchased from a local lumber yard.

Each sheet was

cut into 4 inch by 8 foot strips with the face grain oriented
parallel to the long axis of the strip.
into 12-inch lengths.

Each strip was then cut

All pieces that contained defects such as

knots and gaps between laminations were discarded.

A center line

was drawn, parallel to the 12 inch axis, on each piece and a 7/16

inch

hole was drilled on the

line 1.5

inches from one end; the hole

was for the bolt that connected the joint specimen to the testing
machine.

After manufacture the specimens were conditioned in the

Standard Room until testing.
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3.2.4

Nails
11.

The six penny galvanized wire box nail was used for all specimens
except for 56 specimens in the nail-head-size tests.

The nails

All were made by the same

were purchased from a local supplier.

manufacturer and were chosen from the same keg.

The six penny box

nails were two inches long, the average shank diameter was 0.104
inches, and the average head diameter was 0.28 inches.

For 56 specimens in the nail-head-size tests, the six penny
wire roof nail was used.

The roof nails were approximately two

inches long; the average shank diameter was 0.125 inches and the
average head diameter was 0.45 inches.

The nails were purchased

from a local supplier and were all chosen from the same keg.

3.2.5

Specimen Construction

Center lines were drawn on the narrow face, parallel to the
12 inch axis, on each stud section.

To mark the location of the

nail penetration sites, tick marks were drawn on the center line at
each inch on all the stud and plywood sections.

Specimens were

assembled by placing a plywood section on the narrow face of a stud
section.

The plywood was positioned so that its center line was

aligned with the stud's center line.

The length of interface

between the stud and plywood was eight inches.

To allow for the

attachment of the steel loading plates to the specimen, four inches
of the plywood and stud extended past the interface (Figure 3.2).
The nail was positioned on a tick mark and driven into the plywood
and then into the stud through the marked center lines.

For hammer
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To testing machine
universal joint
1/20" top steel plate

3/8" bolt

adjustable screw

LVDT core suspension string
12"

clamp to plywood
LVDT

plywood

3/8" bolt

1/20" bottom steel plate
universal joint

To testing machine

Figure 3.2:

Testing arrangement used in this investigation
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and machine driven nails the driving was stopped when the top of
the nail head was flush with the plywood surface.

The one inch separation between nail test sites was adequate
to allow removal of a tested nail without damaging the material in
untested sites.

This arrangement allowed for a maximum of seven nail

joint tests for each matched stud and plywood section.

3.3

3.3.1

Testing Arrangement

Testing Apparatus

The ASTM Standard D-1761 (3) specifies the test arrangement for
laterally-loaded nails and screws.

The main disadvantage of the

standard is in load application; the offset of the two loading
brackets (Figure 3.3) results in a large rotational moment which
introduces nail withdrawal.

To minimize the effects of nail withdrawal, past investigators
(4, 7, 9, 12, 16, 17, 21, 24, 27) have devised various test

arrangements, some of which involve complex jigs, double shear
specimens, and bending members.

All these test arrangements have

inherent advantages and disadvantages as compared to the ASTM
standard arrangement (3).

The ideal test arrangement should include

the following factors:

Negligible moment produced from eccentrically applied
loads, i.e. pure shear in the interlayer between the
connected elements;

Efficient assembly and testing of specimens;
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To testing machine

bolt

roller

11111

moment =Pxd

- 1*111

bolt

L.\\IM\\
To testing machine

Figure 3.3:

ASTM (2) standard D-1761 testing arrangement for
laterally loaded nail joints
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No prestress or preload applied to the nail joint before
testing; and

Noncritical specimen dimensions, i.e. no precise
specimen machining should be necessary because of the
limitations of machining accuracy.

To achieve these requirements a simple testing apparatus was
adopted and used for all test joints in this study.

The test apparatus

is similar to the arrangement successfully used by Jenkins et al. (7).
This arrangement, as shown in Figure 3.2, consists of thin (1/20
inch) steel plates that transfer the load from the test machine to
the nail joint.

The plates are attached to universal joints to allow

for small alignment changes during testing.

A tight-fitting bolt

is inserted through holes in the steel plates and the nail joint
specimen, thereby transferring the load to the nail joint.

The

arrangement assures the alignment of applied load with the studplywood interface, thereby minimizing the rotational moments which
are present in the ASTM arrangement (3).

Some of the testing arrangements used by past investigators
required precise specimen dimensions, and used the nail joints to
support the weight of a rather heavy testing apparatus (4, 16),
therefore causing preloading of the nail joints prior to testing.
In this study the preload problem was avoided by first attaching
the stud to the top steel plate.

This arrangement places no load on

the nail joint other than the weight of the plywood which is considered negligible.
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The chosen testing apparatus has a fast assembly time and
only involves setting the bolts and tightening the nuts.

The

specimen dimensions are not critical and no precise machining is
needed except for cutting each piece to length.

3.3.2

Specimen Mounting

The assembled joint was mounted to the test machine as shown
in Photograph 3.1.

A linear variable differential transducer (LVDT)

was used to monitor the slip and a load cell was used to monitor the
applied load.

The operation of the LVDT and load cell will be

discussed in Section 3.5.

The mounting procedure began by first attaching the top bolt
through the holes in the stud and the steel plate and tightening
the nut.

The LVDT core assembly was clamped to the stud, above,

and not touching, the plywood.

The core assembly consisted of

a horizontal arm held onto the stud by a "C-clamp".

Attached to the

arm was an adjustable screw with a lock nut for "fine tuning" the
LVDT output.

The LVDT core was suspended by a string from the adjust-

ment screw thereby allowing it to move freely in the LVDT coils.
Next the LVDT coils were attached to the plywood center line and
aligned with the suspended core.

After inserting the core into the

coils, the adjustment screw was turned until a zero voltage output
was read on a multimeter.

The X-Y recorder was "zeroed' for both

load and slip, and then the bottom bolt was pushed through the
holes in the plywood and steel plate and fastened with a nut.
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Photograph 3.1:

Mounted specimen ready for testing
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3.4

The Choice Testing Machine

The traditional testing machine is one in which the cross head
moves at a constant rate of slip versus time.

Recently, a new type

of testing machine became available to researchers, which also allows
the control of the load and the strain rate.

Such a machine, manu-

factured by Materials Testing Systems (MTS), was used for most of
the testing in this investigation.

When using load or strain as the

controlling variables, the rate of cross head (slip) movement is
a function of load versus time and strain versus time respectively.
For example, on load control, the load is constantly increased at
the selected rate as a function of time

regardless of the rate of

the cross head movement.

Load controlled testing has a potential for developing a more
representative test result than the traditional slip-controlled
testing, because it can realistically simulate the action of actual
forces on structures.

A traditional slip control testing machine, produced by Instron,
was also used in this study to test the samples loaded at the ASTM
slip rate of 0.1 inches per minute (3).

3.5

3.5.1

Data Recording Devices

Slip Measurement

The slip in the test joints was measured by an LVDT.

The LVDT

is an electro-mechanical device which produces a voltage that is
proportional to the displacement of its metal core.

With the coils
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attached to the plywood and the metal core to the stud, the LVDTmonitored the relative motion of the. stud and plywood.

The LVDT

output voltage was transferred to an X-Y recorder and during a test
the actual slip in the nail joint was recorded.
The LVDT chosen for use in this study was a one inch travel,
direct current unit, manufactured by Schaevitz.

An LVDT micrometer

was used to calibrate the LVDT output voltage to the X axis of the
X-Y recorder resulting in a resolution of 6.66 x 10-3 inches of
slip per inch of chart paper.

3.5.2

Load Measurement

The load was continuously monitored throughout each test by the
load cell, an electronic transducer which is excited by input current
and produces a variable voltage that can be calibrated directly in
terms of the applied load.

Three different load cells were used to monitor theload: a
300-pound, a 500-pound, and a 10,000-pound capacity cell.

The 300-

pound cell was used with the MTS testing machine for the nail driving
and loading rate experiment.

The 500-pound load cell monitored the

load on the southern pine specimens.

The 10,000-pound load cell

was used with the Instron testing machine for the ASTM (3) slip
rate tests.

The output from the load cell was calibrated to the Y-axis of
the X-Y recorder by suspending known weights from the load cell;
the resolution was 30 pounds per inch of chart paper.
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3.5.3

Data Acquisition Arrangement

Outputs from the LVDT and load cell were recorded on the X-Y
recorder, which enabled a continuous recording of load-slip curves.
Two recorders were employed, an FITS model number 431 and a HewlettPackard (HP) model number 70043.

For all tests the X-axis received

its signal from the LVDT and the Y-axis from the load cell.

Each

axis was calibrated to known displacements and loads, thus enabling
direct recording of slip in inches and load in pounds.

During a

test the recorder continuously plotted the load and slip, thereby
giving a complete record of the test.

3.6

Measurement of Properties for Specimen Components

After testing, the material properties of the plywood and stud
of each specimen were measured.

Each stud section was cut into wafers

by bisecting each nail hole and then cutting between nail holes.
This resulted in two wafers for each joint test.

Each wafer was

numbered and coded to identify the stud and test number from which
it came.

Each wafer section contained approximately half of the

nail hole cut along the total nail length.

The actual nail hole

appeared as an indentation on the cut surfaces.

The wafer pairs

were separated into two groups, with one mate intended for moisture
content and specific gravity determinations and the other mate for
meausrement of the growth characteristics.
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3.6.1

Stud Specific Gravity and Moisture Content

The specific gravity (SG) and moisture content (MC) were
determined by ASTM Standard D 2395 (3).

Each specimen was weighed

to the nearest hundredth of a gram, measured at three places each,
for length, height, and width, and then oven-dried at 105°C for
48 hours.

The dry specimens were reweighed and their moisture

contents were found by (3):
dried - weight oven dried,
MC(Z) = 100 [weight air
weight air dried

The specific gravity was calculated by (3):
27.68 (Wt.od)
SG =

MC%
(1 + (---) Lwh
100

where

Wt.od = weight oven dried; and
Lwt

3.6.2

= length

height = volume air dried

width

Stud Growth Characteristics

Three growth characteristics were measured to investigate their
effects on the load-slip curves: the number of growth rings per inch,
percentage of springwood, and the angle between the growth ring and
the nail axis.

The characteristics were measured on the stud waters

identified in the introduction to Section 3.6.

The percentage of springwood and number of rings per inch were
measured by connectiong a pointer to an LVDT which was mounted
horizontally (Photograph 3.2).

The springwood/summer wood pattern

was traced along the indentation left by the nail.

The LVDT output
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voltage was channeled into an HP multimeter which converted the
output into an analog signal.
an HP 9825A calculator.

The signal was then processed in

The calculator converted the input from

the multimeter into values for the number of rings per inch and the
percentage of springwood (the program is in Appendix A).

These

values reflect the contact area of the growth rings with the nail
and were, therefore, measured parallel to the nail hole regardless
of the ring orientation.

The values are different from those

measured perpendicular to the growth rings.
The angle of the growth ring to the axis of the nail was
estimated within one degree of accuracy with the help of a protractor.

3.6.3

Plywood Hardness

The purpose of the hardness tests was to determine if the

resistance of the plywood surface to crusUng, from contact with
the nail head during lateral loading, affects the joint performance.
The hardness was measured by imbedding a steel rod of the same
diameter as that of the 6d box nail head into the plywood surface.
The tests were conducted on the MTS machine and a continuous plot
of load versus imbedment was recorded on the X-Y recorder.

The

test rod was imbedded adjacent to each nail hole and located in
the same surface growth ring as the nail head.
imbedment

The slope of load-

curve was determined and used as a variable for prediction

of joint stiffness.
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3.6.4

Plywood Moisture Content and Specific Gravity

After the hardness tests the plywood was cut into 1/2 by 4
inch specimens to evaluate the moisture content and specific gravity
for the material adjacent to each nail site.

The procedures and

equations were the same as those used for the stud wafer sections.
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter covers the data analysis techniques, presents the
reduced data, and discusses the most important results, all of which
are based on the experiments described in Chapter III.

Reduction of Experimental Load-slip Curves

4.1

4.1.1

Digitizing

The X-Y coordinates of selected points on the load-slip curves
obtained from the experiments investigating the effects of naildriving method, loading rate, and the nail head size were digitized
on the HP 9825A calculator (the digitizing program written in "Basic"
is in Appendix B).
the whole curve.

Enough points were digitized to completely define
To minimize the size of computer data files and

maintain the accuracy of the digitized curves, a greater number of
points were digitized in the initial, highly curvilinear portion of
the curve (Figure 4.1) than in the latter nearly linear portion.
As shown in Table 4.1, 21 points were digitized for each curve.
Because all the specimens were loaded until 0-1 inches of slip was
reached, the selection of points was based on incremental values of
slip identified in Table 4.1.

300
270

X
X

240
X
X

210
X

0

X
X

D..

X

I0

X

fr

X

120

XXX
XX

90
60
30

II
r=

C

I NICHMOX I

Figure 4.1: Typical digitized load-slip curve
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TABLE 4.1:

Point number

SLIP CORRESPONDING TO EACH DIGITIZED POINT
NUMBER.
Slip value of the
digitized points
(10-3 inches)

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

Digitized points/
inch of chart

0.7
1.4
2.0
2.7
3.4
4.7
6.1
7.4
8.7
10.1
13.4
16.8

20.1
26.8
33.6
40.3
47.0

17)
16

18
19
20
21

10

5

2

1

60.4)

73.8
87.2
100.0

0.5

This arrangement permitted a statistical analysis of the load
associated with each of the 21 preselected slip values.
The digitized data points were transferred from the HP
calculator to a Cyber model 73 computer for further engineering and
statistical analysis.

4.1.2

Multilinear Representation of the Curves

The load-slip curves used for the prediction procedure were
divided into three linear sections (Figure 4.2).

The secants

representing the curves in these sections, identified as Kl, K2

280
1

240
K3

200

0
0.0013 .01
1

Figure 4.2:

1

I

Ii
0.026

1

0.05
Slip (inches)

Secants representing a typical load-slip curve

0.1
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and K3 in Figure 4.2, are the slip, or joint moduli which define
the inelastic joint stiffness in each region.

The goal of the

prediction procedure was to determine these moduli for an untested
stud species.

The intervals of the linear sections were based on

the slip values of 0.0013, 0.026 and 0.1 inches.

The load at each

of these slips was measured from the experimental graphs and used
to calculate the slope of each secant.

The secants on the curve

were drawn so that the area bounded by the curve and the linear
section were equal both above and below the curve.

This was done

to minimize the maximum error due to the straight-line representation of the curve.

Data Analysis, Results and Discussion

4.2

Effects of Nail Driving Method and Loading Rate

4.2.1

The digitized data points were analyzed using a computer
library program known as the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) (21).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed

on the load associated with each of the 21 standard slip values,
resulting in 21 ANOVA tables.

Each ANOVA table included the

decomposition of the treatment sum of square (SSTR) into the main
group effects (nail driving method versus loading rates), and the
within group effects (hammer vs. machine pushed nails, and loading
rate 1 versus rate 2 versus rate 3).

To test if the mean loads for the hammer driven and machine
pushed nail joint specimens were equal, the within group (nail

driving method) F ratio was used (21, 22).
sented in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.

The results are pre-

The slip associated with the

digitized point numbers in each of the figures is identified in
Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3 shows a summary graph of the level of significance
(a) of the F ratio for the load at each digitized point.

Choosing

the value of a = 0.01 [or 99 percentile of the F distribution (22)]
for the critical level of significance, Figure 4.3 shows that at
slip values less than 0.013 inches (point number 11), there was a
significant difference between the load-slip curves of joints
constructed by the two nail driving methods.

At slips larger than

0.013 inches no significant difference between the two nail driving
methods was detected (Figure 4.3).

Examination of the two way interactions between the nailing
method and loading rate showed that the interaction effects were not
significant (a = 0.5) at all values of slip.

Figure 4.4 is a graph of the mean loads for the two nail
driving methods in the significant portion of the load-slip curve,
i.e. less than 0.013 inches of slip.

Because Figure 4.4 is not

drawn to scale on the X-axis, the load-slip relation is arbitratily
depicted as linear; however, the figure demonstrates that the hammer
driven nail joints were always stiffer than the machine pushed
nail joint.

In other words, at any specific value of slip, the load

was always greater for the hammer driven nail than for the machine
pushed nail.

The maximum mean load difference between the driving
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Significance level of F ratio for nail driving method.
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identified in Table 4.1.
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methods was 12 pounds and occurred at 0.0047 inches of slip (point

number 6), and the minimum difference was seven pounds at 0.016
inches of slip (point number 12).

Figure 4.5 shows a graph of the load variance for each driving
method versus the slip in the significant region of the curve.

The

variance of the curves of nail joints constructed with machine pushed
nails was always less than that

of

the joints constructed with

hammer driven nails (Figure 4.5).

The lower variability of the curves for joints constructed with
machine pushed nails was probably due to more controlled assembly
conditions.

Examination of the bisected nail holes on the wafers

cut from the studs after testing showed that the machine pushed
nails were usually driven straighter and were more perpendicular
to the applied testing load than

the hammer driven nails.

Therefore

the machine pushed nail joints had more uniform stiffness than the
hammer driven joints.

However, the hammer driven joints were stiffer (Figure 4.4),
probably because hammering introduced closer contact and higher
friction between the stud and plywood than the relatively slow nail
pushing.

To test if the mean loads for the loading rates of five pounds
per second, 50 pounds per second, and 0.1 inches per minute were
equal, the "within group" F ratio for loading rate was used (Figure
4.6).

Choosing the critical level of significance, a = 0.1, Figure

4.6 shows no significant difference between the curves of nail
joints tested at the three loading rates was detected at slips less
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than 0.016 inches (point number 12), but there was a significant
difference at slips greater than 0.016 inches.
Figure 4.7 shows the mean loads for the three loading rates
in the significant portion of the curve, i.e. at slips greater than
0.016 inches.

The joints loaded at 50 pounds per second were

stiffer than the joints loaded at the other two rates, and the joints
loaded at five pounds per second were stiffer than the joints loaded
at 0.1 inches per minute.

Because wood has been shown to be stronger in a short-term
load situation (34) than under a long-term load, the higher stiffness
at the rate of 50 pounds per second was expected.

This rate is

ten times faster than the rate of five pounds per second and
approximately 13 times faster than the rate of 0.1 inches per minute.
Therefore testing at faster loading rates should generally produce
higher stiffness values.

Because the load slip curves of the specimens loaded at five
pounds per second most closely approximated the curves of the
specimens loaded at the ASTM rate of 0.1 inches per minute (Figure 4.7)
the load rate of five pounds per second was employed for all subsequent tests in the load-slip curve prediction experiments.
This

testing

sequence also showed that the variability of the

curves could be reduced by using joints constructed with machine
pushed nails instead of the traditional hammer driven nails.
Therefore, all the nail joints for which the load-slip curves would
be predicted were constructed with machine pushed nails.
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4.2.2

Effect of the Nail-head Size

The effect of the nail-head size on the joint stiffness was
investigated by applying the "Oneway ANOVA" subprogram on the SPSS
computer package (21).

The analysis of the experimental data showed

that there was a significant difference (at the a = 0.001 level) in
stiffness between each of the joint specimens constructed with the
seven nail head sizes.

The roof and box nails were examined

separately, because the shank diameters were of different sizes.
The Tukey multiple comparison procedure (21, 22) was employed in
studying the differences between the mean loads of the three box
nail head sizes and the differences between the mean loads of the
four roof nail head sizes.

The results (Figure 4.8) suggest that the larger head sizes
of box nails had larger loads at the same value of slip than did the
smaller head sizes.

The Tukey procedure showed a significant

difference (a = 0.05) between the loads of the joints constructed
with nails having no heads and those constructed with the nails
having heads at all levels of slip.

No significant difference (a = 0.05) was detected at slip levels
less than 0.013 inches between the mean loads of the joints constructed with box nails having the original head diameter of 0.28
inches and the same nail with an increased head size of 0.50 inches.
However, at slips greater than 0.013 inches there was significant
difference (a = 0.05) between the joints with the two head sizes.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the results for roofing nails.

The

Tukey multiple comparison procedure showed a significant difference
(a = 0.05) between the mean loads of the specimens constructed with
nails having no heads and those constructed with nails having heads,
at all slips.

No significant difference (a = 0.05) was detected

between the mean loads of the joints constructed with nails of 0.36
The mean loads

and 0.45 inch diameter heads at all values of slip.

of the joints constructed with nails of 0.28 inches diameter heads
were significantly different (a = 0.05) from the loads for the
joints constructed with nails of the two larger head sizes (0.36
and 0.45 inches), at slips greater than 0.047 inches.

However, at

slips less than 0.047 inches, there was no significant difference
between the loads for nail head sizes of 0.28 inches, 0.36 inches
and 0.46 inches.

These results indicate that the nail head influences the stiffness of the load-slip curve.

The stiffening effect is best

demonstrated by comparison of the loads for the joints constructed
of nails having no heads, and the joints having nails with heads.
A possible explanation for the effects of nail heads if that during
load application the nail bends and is easily pulled through the
plywood, resulting in increased slip.

The presence of the nail

head, however, provided resistance to the pulling action of the
nail through the plywood, thereby reducing slip and increasing
the stiffness of the nail joint.

The size of the nail head had less effect on the nail joints'
stiffness at the low slips than at the high slips.

A possible
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explanation of this effect is, at low slip levels the nail was
relatively straight and was restrained from excessive bending and
pulling through the plywood, by the nail head.

At the low loads

the nail heads were all of sufficient size (area) so that only
negligible compressive deformation in the plywood (under the head)
occurred.

At higher loads, the nail was excessively bent, thereby

increasing the pulling force on the nail head and causing significant
compressive deformations in the plywood face when the heads were
small (0.28 inches).

This deformation mechanism may explain the

detection of a significant difference between the loads of the
smaller and larger head sizes at high slip levels.

The larger roof

nail head sizes (0.36 and 0.45 inches) were of sufficient diameter
to prevent significant compressive deformation in the plywood, even
at the highest loads imposed on specimens in this study.

It may

be reasonable to assume that a significant difference would have

been found between the two largest roof nail head sizes (0.36 and
0.45 inches) if the test had continued beyond 0.1 inches of slip.

4.2.3

Prediction of the Load-slip Curves

The prediction procedure developed in this study was based on
the load-slip curves of the nail joints constructed with southern
pine stud sections.

It may be used to develop the mean load-slip

curves of joints constructed with other species.

The prediction

procedure was verified on 20 Douglas-fir nail joint specimens tested
in the nail driving method-loading rate experiment.
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The slopes of the three secants of the southern pine curves
were used as dependent variables.

Multivariate linear regression

equations were calculated for each slope, for which the values of
the material properties were the independent variables.

A regression

analysis was performed for each slope by using the Statistical
Interactive Programming System (26) (SIPS) which was available on
the Cyber computer system.

The multivariate regression model (21, 22, 25) was:

Ki =

where

Bo + BlX lt

B

p-1

X

p-1

+

Ei

(4.1)

Ki = slope of the secant (for i = 1, 2, 3);
Bo = intercept;

B. = regression constants (i = 1, 2, 3...p-1); and
X. = variables based on the material properties (i = 1, 2,
3,...p -1).

The material properties investigated were: the specific gravity
of the plywood and the stud, the plywood hardness, the percentage
of springwood, the number of growth rings per inch, and the angle
formed by the intersection of the growth rings and the axis of the
nial.

Histograms of these variables are presented in Appendix C.

Additional variables were obtained by various mathematical transformations of the material properties such as specific gravity
squared and 1/hardness.
contained in Appendix D.

A list of the transformed variables is
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An additional independent variable, "k", was also included in
the regression equations.

This variable is the joint modulus based

on Wilkinson's (30) theoretical equations for joints constructed of
dissimilar members; it defines the joint stiffness at the proportional

Unit.

A Fortran program (Appendix E) was prepared to efficiently

calculate k's for each tested southern pine joint and Douglas-fir
joint.

The input data for solving Wilkinson's (30) equation are

the plywood thickness for each specimen, the nail length, diameter
and MOE, and the elastic bearing constant (K0) for the stud and
plywood.

specimens.

The plywood thickness was measured directly from the
The average nail length of 2.0 inches and the average

diameter of 0.28 inches were used for all the calculations.

The

nail MOE was assumed to be 30 million pounds per square inch (MOE
of steel).

The elastic bearing constant of the stud was determined

from Ko = 2,144,000 x SG; a regression equation given by Wilkinson

(30) for joints constructed of solid wood members with smooth
shanked nails.

The elastic bearing constant of the plywood was not

as easily determined.

Although Wilkinson (31) offers regression

equations for the elastic bearing constant of several sheathing
materials, he offers no equation to calculate the elastic bearing
constant for nailed plywood-to-wood joints.

Instead, he suggests

using a constant value of 0.8 x 106 pounds per cubic inch (31).
The use of the constant value for the elastic bearing constant
would eliminate the natural material variability and, therefore,
it would be a poor predictor of the slopes, Ki, for individual
specimens (although it may be good for predicting the mean Ki).
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To overcome this problem an alternate procedure was devised; the
elastic bearing constant for individual specimens was calculated
by an equation also offered by Wilkinson (31);

P (a + b)4
Ko =
a [dab (a3 + b )3

where

a = depth of nail penetration in the stud;
b = depth of nail penetration in the plywood;
d = diameter of the nail;

P = load; and
= slip.

The value of P and a for individual specimens were obtained
from experimental load-slip curves at about the same slip as that
used by Wilkinson (28, 29, 30, 31, 32).

He (28) cycled the joints

between slip levels of 0.006 and 0.021 inches until two successive
loops coincided, at which time he stopped the test, rezeroed the
recorder, and loaded the specimen until the slip of 0.015 inches
was reached.

He (28) based the elastic bearing constant on this

final test cycle.

Thus the effect of the precycling that Wilkinson

(28, 29, 30, 31, 32) used resulted in his evaluation of the elastic
bearing constant at an actual slip of approximately 0.03 inches
(0.015 inches due to precycling and 0.015 inches due to final
testing).

To simulate this condition in this study the elastic

bearing constant was evaluated from experimental curves of individual
specimens by equation 4.2, with a load at the slip of 0.015 inches
assumed to be zero; and the load at 0.03 inches of slip assumed
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to correspond to the actual load on the curve (Figure 4.10).

The

resulting K's were then used to calculate the corresponding k's
according to Wilkinson.

Appendix F contains histograms for the

values of k for the specimens tested in this investigation.
It is anticipated that in the future regression equations will
be available to researchers, from which the elastic bearing constants
of most sheathing materials can be obtained directly.

Such constants

can be determined by pressing the nail into the bearing surface of
the wood (5, 6), a test much simpler than the joint test.
The results of the regression analysis, of K. (i = 1, 2, 3)
of the southern pine specimens, are presented in Tables 4.2, 4.3
and 4.4.

Only the combination of variables which provided the

highest correlation coefficients (r2) are included.

The Cp statistic

was also calculated for each of the equations in Tables 4.2, 4.3
and 4.4 by (22):
SSE
Cp =

where

SSE

(

- 2p)

(4.3)

= Error sum of squares of the reduced model, i e. some
variables dropped from the model;

MSEf = Mean square error of the full model (X1, ... Xp-1 ).

'

p = Number of parameters included in the reduced model;
and

n = Number of replications.

The Cp statistic was used to help identify the set of the "best"
independent variables.

"When there is no bias in a regression
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Table 4.2:

Regression equations for modulus Kl

B4

Equation
Number

-166963

40.14

20564

-65082

-88.1

0.86

4.94

4.4

39.10

32744

-72919

0

4.85

-163964

0.84

4.5

- 22287

39.50

33357

0

0

0.82

5.90

4.6

- 43668

18.19

0

0

0

0.57

93.00

4.7

Model:

X

Kl =B
+BX
44
33 +BX
22 +BX
11 +BX
o

where:

= slip modulus according to Wilkinson (30) (pounds per inch);

X2 = one divided by specific gravity of the main member;
X3 =

specific gravity of the side member; and

X4 = (number of growth rings)2.

Table 4.3:

Equation
Number

Regression equations for modulus K2

Bo

4.8

-1343

2.80

-20074

-0.042

9342

0.88

5.0

4.9

-3085

2.70

-10394

-0.038

0

0.86

6.0

4.10

- 145

1.15

- 4132

0

0

0.66

81.0

4.11

687

0.60

0

0

0

0.52

133.0

Model:

X

K2 = Bo +BX
+BX
44
22 +BX
33 +BX
1

where:

= slip modulus according to Wilkinson (30) (pounds per inch);

X2 = specific gravity of the main member;

X3 = value of modulus Kl; and

X4 = (specific gravity)2 of the side member.

Table 4.4:

Regression equations for modulus K3

BoB1

Equation
Number

R2

B4

B2

4.12

372.6

0.104

-3.85

-1252

0.142

0.37

5.00

4.13

699.9

0.179

-4.21

- 631

0

0.34

4.66

4.14

601.7

0.139

-2.85

0

0

0.27

7.40

4.15

306.9

0.167

0

0

0

0.21

9.20

Model:

X

K3 = Bo 11
+BX +BX
44
33 +BX
22 +BX

where:

= value of the K2 modulus;

X2 = percent of springwood;

X3 = (specific gravity)2 of the main member; and

X4 = slip modulus according to Wilkinson (30) (pounds per inch).
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equation with p-1 independent variables, the Cp statistic will have
a value equal to p." (22).

To choose the best regression equations, the following criteria
were considered important: a small number of variables in the model,
a low Cp statistic, a high r2 value, and a close prediction of the
actual slopes of Ki (i = 1, 2, 3).

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that the slopes of previous line
sections were used as additional prediction variables.

The slope,

Kl, was found to be correlated with K2, and the slope, 1(2, was
correlated to 1(3.

This implies that the slope in the early portion

of the curve can be used to predict the slope of latter portions
of the curve.

Table 4.5 shows the predicted mean slip moduli, Ki (i = 1, 2, 3),
for the Douglas-fir specimens for each of the equations listed in
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

These Ki's were determined using the

mean independent variables that were measured from the 20 Douglas-fir
specimens.

Table 4.5 also contains the mean of the experimental

Kits (i = 1, 2, 3) which were measured on the load-slip curves of
the Douglas-fir specimens.
The predicted mean 1(2's which were determined from equations

4.8 and 4.9 were calculated using the corresponding predicted mean
Kl obtained from equation 4.5.

The predicted K2 obtained from

equation 4.9 was .then substituted into equations 4.12, 4.13, 4.14

and 4.15, to calculate the

corresponding

Examination of the predicted K1'

1(3's.

(Table 4.5) shows that

equations 4.4 and 4.7 did not accurately estimate the means of the
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Table 4.5:

Predicted
Mean

Standard
Error

95% Confidence
Limits

Experimental
Mean

4.4

42354

5579

36775 - 47933

51926

4.5

51237

1086

50151 - 52323

51926

4.6

50294

907

49387 - 51201

51926

4.7

46892

4365

45529 - 48261

51926

4.8

3819

33

3785 - 3852

3890

4.9

3852

34

3818 - 3886

3890

4.10

3817

51

3766 - 3869

3890

4.11

3685

50

3635 - 3735

3890

4.12

1007

29

978 - 1036

842

4.13

997

28

969 - 1026

842

4.14

966

25

940 - 991

842

4.15

952

24

927 - 977

842

Equation
Modulus Number

K2

1(3

Predicted mean moduli of Douglas-fir load-slip
curves (pounds per inch)
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actual Kl's.

Equation 4.4 had the highest correlation coefficient

and the smallest value for the Cp statistic (Table 4.2).

Originally,

equation 4.4 had been expected to be a better predictor of Kl than
equations 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.

However, the results in Table 4.5

indicate that equation 4.4 is the poorest predictor of the mean
of the actual Kl's for the Douglas-fir specimens.

The poor performance

of equation 4.4 was probably caused by the "number of rings per inch"
variable.

The southern pine studs had wide growth rings resulting

in a low number of rings per inch, while the Douglas-fir studs had

very narrow growth rings, and therefore a large number of rings per
inch.

Since the regression coefficient for the rings per inch was

negative (-88 in Table 4.2), a high number of rings per inch,
observed in Douglas-fir, would greatly reduce the predicted Kl's.
Therefore, equation 4.4 is not a good predictor of the Kl slope
for Douglas-fir curves.

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 both produced good estimates for the mean
Kl, however, estimates according to equation 4.5 were superior
(Table 4.5).

Equation 4.5 also had a slightly higher r2 and a lower

Cp statistic than equation 4.6.

Therefore, equation 4.5 was the

best predictor of the mean Kl for the Douglas-fir curves.
Equations 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 all produced reasonably close
estimates for the mean K2 slope.

Equation 4.8 had the highest r2

value and the lowest Cp statistic, but K2, according to equation
4.9, agreed more closely with experimental results.

Although the

r2 value of equation 4.9 was slightly lower and the Cp statistic

was somewhat higher than those of equation 4.8, the fact that one
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less variable is included in equation 4.9 is attractive because its
accuracy is almost the same as that of equation 4.8.
The Cp statistic for equations 4.10 and 4.11 were quite high,
indicating that these equations contain a substantial bias component
The r2 values of equations 4.10 and 4.11 were considerably

(22).

lower than the r2 of equations 4.8 and 4.9.

Equation 4.9 provided

the most accurate prediction of the mean K2 slope, and used one
less variable than the next "best" equation (4.8).

Also, there

were only marginal differences between the r2 and Cp statistic of
equations 4.8 and 4.9.

Therefore equation 4.9 is recommended as

the best equation to evaluate the K2's.
Equations 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 all had low r2 values,
indicating a weak relationship between the independent variables
and K3.

Since equation 4.12 had the highest r2 and a low Cp statistic,

it was chosen as the best predictor of K3.

Equations 4.5, 4.9 and 4.12 were applied to predict the meanload-slip curve for the Douglas-fir specimens tested in this
The calculation process consists of determining

investigation.

the load at each slip interval shown in Figure 4.2; the load at
0.0013 inches of slip equals:

Load00013 = A + Kl X

(4.16)

.

where

A

= intercept (zero) of the load axis;

Kl = predicted slope of Kl (51, 237 from equation 4.5); and

X

= 0.0013 inches of slip.
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Solving equation 4.16 gives a load of 66 pounds.

Because the

line for 1(2 passes through the load-slip point (66, 0.0013) and
because the predicted 1(2 is based on equation 4.9, the load at
0.026 inches of slip equals:

Load0026 = [Load00013 - K2(X0.0013)]

+ K2(X0026 )

(4.17)

Load0026 = load at 0.026 inches of slip;

where

.

Load0 0013 =

load at 0.0013 inches of slip;

.

1(2 = slope of 1(2 (3852 from Equation 4.9); and

X0.0013, 0.026 =

slip.

Solving equation 4.17 results in a load of 161 pounds at 0.026
inches of slip.

Similarly, the load at 0.1 inches of slip is:

Load0.1 = EL°ad0.026 - 1(3(X0.026)3

(4.18)
1(3(X0.1)

where 1(3 = determined by equation 4.12.

Solving equation 4.18 results in a load of 235 pounds.
The results of the mean Douglas-fir curve predicted from equations
4.5, 4.9 and 4.12 are shown in Figure 4.11.

The same figure also

depicts the mean experimental curve for the Douglas fir specimens
tested in this investigation.

Because both curves display a

reasonable agreement, the developed equations that characterize
the load-slip curves of southern pine nail joints can be used to
calculate reasonably accurate estimates of the mean load-slip curve
of Douglas-fir nail joints.

The equations may also be applicable
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to joints constructed with other species, but additional tests are
recommended for such a generalization.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study supports the following conclusions:
The stiffness variability of nail joints can be reduced by
constructing the joints with machine-pushed nails;
Nail joints constructed with hammer-driven nails are stiffer
than joints constructed with machine-pushed nails;
Nail joints tested at faster loading rates produce stiffer
load-slip curves than joints tested at slower rates;
The load-slip curves obtained by load-control testing at the
rate of five pounds per second approximated the curves obtained
at the ASTM slip control rate 0.1 inches per minute;
The nail head increases the stiffness of the load-slip curve:
Doubling the box-nail head size increased the stiffness by
about 20 percent.

The regression equations that characterize the multilinear
regions of the slip modulus for nail joints constructed with
southern pine studs can be applied to predict the curves of
joints constructed with Douglas-fir studs.

The best fit for

the initial slip modulus had an r2 value of 0.84 and was
associated with the following independent variables; specific
gravity of the stud and plywood, and Wilkinson's (30) value
of k (slip at the proportional limit).

The following are recommendations of this study:
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The developed prediction procedure for the inelastic joint

moduli may be used for the structural design of wood stud
walls with southern pine and Douglas-fir studs.
Further studies should be conducted on the application of the
developed prediction procedure for other commercially important
stud species, wall coverings and nails.
A procedure for the determination of the elastic bearing
constants for commercially important sheathing materials and
studs should be developed.
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APPENDIX A

DSP "%SPRING & SUMMERWOOD PROGRAM"
[:'SP "INITLIZE"

1";STP
DIM S$E10],RE503,A,B,C,DC1003,X$E401,Y$E40]
RED 722,R1
DSP "MOVE LVDT ONE INCH";WAIT 2000
5: DSP """CONT. ""TO READ SCALE 2".,STP
7: RED 722,R2
ABS(R2-R1)]R3
8
PRT "LVDT SENSITIVITY",PRT "CVOLTS/INCHr
R3JPRT ;"$PRINGWOOD"3X$;"SUMMERWOOD"3YS
10 FXD
11: "NEXT SAMPLE":
12: ENP "SAMPLE ID NUMBER?".. S$,PRT
12: ENT "SPRING OR SUMMER FIRST? 1 OR 2".,R4
DSP """CONT, ""TO READ SCALE PT.

IF R4=1.;PRT X$,ART "FIRST".; JMP

PRT Y$JPRT "FIRST"
'READ":
]R.10 JR11

17':

13 3K, R4 3R.5.; INA D.. R.; 0 3R6 3R7 W.8

18:

19

IF R52#INT(R5/2)
DSP """CONT""TO,",X$,"RING",INT(W+2)/2-?

2921:

IF R5/2=INT<R5/2)

"RING", INT.::
2±: DSP " " "CONT" "TO,
22: IF FLG2=1;GTO "STOP READING"

STP

K+13K;R5+17R5

RED 722,DCKIPRT DCK3
';'7:

GSB "REDUCE DATA"
JMP -6
"REDUCE DATA":

IF K=LOME13.;RET
RES(DEK]-DEK-13)/R37REK]
70: IF K/2#INT(K/2),R6A-REK33R6
IF K/2=INT(K/2),R7A-REK77R7
28:
2-31:

RET
13: "COMPUTE RINGS&INCHES":
34: (K-j::',.'2 ]R8
R6+R73R9
R8/R.97C

PET
38: "STOP READING":

79: PRT "% SPRINGWOOD:",FXD 2
40.: IF R4=1.;PRT R7/(R.74-R6)*100JAJPRT "ODD RINGS"
IF R4=2.;PRT R6/(R6+R7)*100JA,PRT "EVEN RINGS'
PRT "% SUMMERWOOD:"
42: IF R4=1; ART R6/(R7A-R6)*10028;PRT "EVEN RINGE"
IF R4=2,PRT R7/(R7-1-R6)*10018,PRT "ODD RINGS"
GSB "COMPUTE RINGE & INCHES"

46 :

PRT C; PRT "r I NGS PER I NCH "

FiCI:

CFG 2
ENT "WANT TO SAVE ON TAPE? YES =1", R11
IF R11=1;JMP 2
GTO "NEXT SAMPLE"

RP "TRACK NUMBER?",E
ENP "FILE .NUMBER?", F

TRK E;FDF F

.

RCF F, SS.. RE *3.. A, 8, C

MT 1, "SAMPLE ID #= ", 2X.. F10. 0
WRT :10. 1, S-4:
FMT 2.. "TRAC:I.:::#

"F2.

a. "

FILE NUMBER* ".. F2. 0

58: WRT 10. 2, E.. F
FITE 3.. "SPRINGWOOD= ", FE. 2.. "7.:: SUMMERWOOD= ", FE. 2.. "
IcTi :

WRT 10. 7:::.. A.. B, C:

IF R4=1;WRT 10,X$,"IS FIRST RING";JMP 2
WF.1. DI y$, " is: FIRST R1NG"
WF.:1- 1.a. " INCHES OF RINGS"
64: FMT 4, F8. 4

63 :

65 :
66 :

FOR 1=1 TO K
WF:T 10. 4, RE I]

1=7: NEXT I
FMT 5.. 2/
69 :

WRT 10. 5

70: GTO "NEXT SAMPLE"
*2414

RINGESPERINCH=", F6. 2.
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APPENDIX B

"PROGRAM FOR DIGITIZING LOAD-SLIP CURVES FOR LOFERSKI":
DIM T$C103,AE22,21DE151,23
GS
"SCALE FACTORS"
"NEXT TRACE":

1MINA DJINA A
ENT "SAMPLE ID"1"..$
['SF " MRK ORIGIN., 2 PTS"

RED 4,A,B;BEEP.;RED 4,K,L;BEEP

ATW(L-B)/(K-A))3T
C1JS(T)3U;SIN(T)3V:

GSB "READ CURVE"
GSB 'STORE DATA"
GSB "WRITE DATA"
GTO "NEXT TRACE"
"SCALE FACTORS":
ENT "X SCALE FACTOR-UNITS/INCH CHART".. R
ENT "Y SCALE FACTOR-UNITS/INCH CHART",S
ENT "X INCRE FACTOR7UNITS/INCH CHART" ,C
PET

"READ CURVE":
FOR 1=2 TO 151
DSP "DIGITIZE POINT".. I

RED 4,X,y
22: USE "SCALE
AXIS ADJ"
IF D<Z*CJJMP
D3DEI,13
J.?:

EMEI,23
BEEP
Z+13Z
29.: NEXT I

343: FOR I=1 TO 6

DCI,133AEI,13
D.C.1,233AEL23

NEXT I
73K
25: FOR 1=8 TO 16 BY 2
7:6: FOR J=1 TO 2
37 : D[I..J3JAEKJJ
NEXT

K+13K
NEXT I
121K
FOR 1=21 TO 31 BY
FOR J=1 TO 2
DE I, .33 JAE KJ .J3

NEXT .3
46 :

K +1.3K

F.,

84

47 :

5C:I :

NEXT I
15
FOR 1=41 TO 71 BY
FOR J=1 TO 2
DE

1CI

..3.33AC K.. J3

NEXT J
K:+1 3K

NEXT I

"

19]K.

FOR I=91 TO 151 BY 20

" FOR .3=1 TO 2
DC I, .333Fit K.. J3

NEXT J
K+13K
61: NEXT I
1;s'; RET
67: "STORE DATA":
FAa:

64: ENT "STORE ON WHICH TRK 4*".. M.; ENT "STORE ON WHICH FILE #".,I3
F,Ft :
DSP "U "C:ONT" "TO STORE ON FILE".. a; STP
TRK [I; RCF
F.R :

a,

Ti, FIE

FXD a; PRT "SAMPLE ID: ", T$.; PRT "TM( NO:
RET
"WRITE DATA":
FMT 2..

7±: FMT 1.. C

72: WRT 10. 2
WRT 10.1. "ID NIJMBER
FMT 3, 1X, "LOAD", 3X.. "SLIP"

WRT

ía

2:

FMT 4., F6. 2., 2X., F6. 4

FOR I=1 TO 22
WRT îa 4.. AC I..

21. AC I., ±J

I

RET
8±: "SCALE
817-1:

,1:!:

AXIS FIDJ"

:

83 :

Y;+:13.7-:;.e.;+0,/ 31); 11+;F: 3E

FXD 4
RET
:+:120:11

PRT "FILE NO: "., Ci
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APPENDIX C

The following are histograms of the variables investigated for
suitability for the prediction of the slip moduli:
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APPENDIX D

of

The following transformations

the independent variables were

evaluated for possible use in the prediction equations for southern
pine stud nail joints:
2

Ring2

1/SGS x Hard

1/Hard

1/Ring

1/SGS x 1/SGM

SGS2

Hard x Spring

1/SGMIcHard

1/SGS x 1/SGM x Spring

SGM2

1/Spring

1/5GM2 x Hard

1/SGS2 x 1/SGM2 x Hard

1/SGS

1/MGM

Ringx 1/SGM

1/SGM2

1/MCS

1/SGM x Spring

1 /SGS

Spring

1/SGM

2

2

where

SGM = specific gravity of main member
SGS = specific gravity of side member
Hard = hardness of plywood surface

MCM = moisture content of main member
MCS = moisture content of side member
Spring = percent of springwood
Ring = number of rings per inch
Angle = angle of growth rings to the nail

1/SGS2 x 1/SGM2

IW.

APPENDIX E

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

PROGRAM JOINTK(TAPE1.TAPE3.TAPE2.0UTPUT)
(LAST MODIFICATION AP.294 1980 BY JRL)
THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES SLIP AND SLIP MODULUS AT A GIVEN
LOAD. FOR A WOODPLYWOOD NAILED JOINT USING ANY THICKNESS
PLYWOOD COVER AND ANY NAIL SIZE (ASSUMING NAIL LENGTH IS
LESS THAN WOOD MEMBER DEPTH).
SOURCE: WILKINSON.T; STRUCTURAL DIV. ASCE. VOL.97, 515,
PP.1381-1398,1971
TAPE1=INPUT FILE
TAPE2=INPUT FILE
TAPE2=OUTPUT FILE

DATA BIW000KO,XPLYKO,XPI.SGS.SGMIXLAMB1eXLAM929A9XLA,
XLB,XK19XK29XL1.XJ1,XJ2IYK1.YK2,XGAMMA,XMOD,DEL,P.0
2 /23*0./
READ(19200)ID,P.8
1
READ(39210)SGM
IFNEOF(1).EQ.1).0R.( EOF(3).E0.1))STOP
FORMAT(22X.F5.3.6X)
210
FORMAT(I2.F5.0.1X,F5.3)
200
1

XP=30.

E=30000000.
XLENGTH=2.0
DEL=P/0.015
D=0.104

A=XLENGTHB

XPLYK0=(DEL*(A+8)**4.)/(0*A*8*(A**3.+8**3.))
W000KO=2144000*SGM
XIDI=4.*ATAN(1.)

1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

XLAMB1=2.*(W000K0/(XPI*E*0**3))**0.25
XLAM82=2.*(XPLYKO/(XPI*E*0**3))**0.25
XLA=XLAMB1*A
XLB=XLAMB2*8
XKl=WOODKO*D
XK2=XPLYKO*0
XL1=(XLAMB1/XK1)*((SINH(XLA)*COSH(XLA)
SIN(XLA)*COS(XLA))/
(SINH(XLA)**2SIN(XLA)**2))
XL2=(XLAM82/XK2)*((SINH(XL8)*COSH(XLB)
SIN(XL8)*COS(XL8))/
(SINH(XLB)**2SIN(XLB)**2))
XJ1=(XLAMB1**2/XKI)*((SINH(XLA)**2
+SIN(XLA)**2)/(SINH(XLA)**2
SIN(XLA)**2))
XJ2=(XLAMB2**2/XK2)*((SINH(XL8)**2
+SIN(XL8)**2)/(SINH(XLB)**2
--SIN(XLB)**2))
YK1=(XLAMB1**3/XK1)*((SINH(XLA)*COSH(XLA)
+SIN(XLA)*COS(XLA))/
(SINH(XLA)**2SIN(XLA)**2))
YK2=(XLAM82"3/XK2)*((SINH(XLB)*COSH(XLB)
+SIN(XLB)*COS(XL3))/
(SINH(XLB)**2SIN(XL8)**2))
XGAMMA=XP*(2.*(XL1+XL2)((XJ1XJ2)
"2/(YK1+YK2)))
XMOD=XP/XGAMMA
WRITE(2,300)(ID.X1OD,XPLYK0
FORMAT(1X.14.2X9F10.212X.F8.0)
GO TO 1
)

300

END
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WILKINSON K-SP JOINTS
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